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Why Teach Current Events?
“If we are to guard against ignorance and
remain free, it is the responsibility of every
American to be informed.”

I

— Thomas Jefferson

n order to be fully-participating citizens and to make
good, informed decisions, young people need to have a
solid understanding of what’s going on in the world around
them. Whether it be the positions of candidates in a local
or national election or the disputes and causes of a conflict
in the Middle East, there’s little doubt that current events
is an important part of the knowledge that young people
need to succeed in today’s world.

But while most educators agree that current events is important,
there’s even less debate about the lack of current events
knowledge that’s demonstrated by many young people in the United States. A 2007 Harvard University
study found that 60 percent of teenagers show little or no interest in current events.1 And the 2006 National
Geographic-Roper Geographic Literacy Survey reported many gaps in young adults’ geography knowledge
about places that were featured prominently in the news. Sixty-three percent of the 18- to 24-year-olds
surveyed could not identify Iraq on a map, three years after the U.S. invasion, and 70 percent could not
find North Korea on a map. Fifty-four percent did not know that Sudan was in Africa. And only half of those
surveyed could locate New York state on a map of the United States.2
What can be done about this disturbing trend? Faced with shrinking time, a growing list of mandates, and
students who say they’re not even interested, it’s no surprise that current events is often put on the back
burner. But there are many important reasons to teach current events. First, current events lessons help
connect the curriculum with what is actually happening in students’ lives. Current events are relevant by
definition. News events touch on all the aspects of education: a presidential election is a lesson in civics,
government, and the Constitution. An exhibit of artifacts from King Tut’s tomb is a lesson in history as well
as art. Learning about the national debt provides opportunities to study math as well as economics and
government.
Current events lessons also help you meet state and national standards. In fact, it’s one of the most effective
ways to teach subjects like geography, math, language arts, and history, because it puts these subjects into
a meaningful context for students. Current events allow educators to make relevant connections across the
curriculum, meeting standards in all subject areas.
There’s no question that good current events teaching can help you address the standards, meet your
teaching goals, and improve student engagement and performance in school. But coming up with current
events lessons each week can be a daunting task. That’s where the NewsCurrents program comes in. In this
handbook you will learn all about NewsCurrents, a unique teaching program that makes it easy and fun to
incorporate current events in your classroom.
1 Oleck, Joan. “Most Teens Have Little Interest in Current Events, Newspapers, Study Says.” School Library Journal, July 26, 2007, ret. July 9, 2009.
2 National Geographic-Roper Public Affairs 2006 Geographic Literacy Study, ret. July 2, 2009.
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NewsCurrents:
A Unique Program for Teaching Current Events
For more than 50 years, NewsCurrents has been helping teachers
teach current events and critical thinking skills with a unique program
methodology that meets all the best practices for current events
instruction.
NewsCurrents is a full current events curriculum. Each issue of
NewsCurrents is as timely as a news magazine, arriving at your school by
first-class mail or online and delivering the most up-to-date and important
news to you each week.
NewsCurrents looks a little different from other programs you might have
used before. That’s because it is a little different. In fact, the NewsCurrents
teaching methodology is unlike anything else you’ll find. Unlike student
news magazines or brief video presentations, NewsCurrents is a dynamic,
engaging, teacher-directed but student-centered program. The program
is discussion based, so students have the opportunity to share opinions,
interact, and learn from the teacher and one another.
And each NewsCurrents story takes an in-depth look at the events and
at the history and background behind the news stories. So unlike the short articles that students clip from the
newspaper, it builds real understanding of the events and helps students take that understanding to a deeper level.
Teachers who use NewsCurrents report that over time, their students demonstrate clear comprehension and
interest in the events taking place in the world. Students are not only able to understand the articles they’re
reading in the papers, they can hold complex discussions about world events and ask, answer, and explore
essential higher-order questions.

In 39 years of teaching,
this has been the most
effective teaching tool
I have ever used.
—Seymour Middle School,
Seymour, IN
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Who Uses NewsCurrents?
NewsCurrents is meant to be used in classrooms from grades 3
to 12, because it is written on three distinct learning levels, but
some educators use it with younger and older students as well.
NewsCurrents is also ideal for ELL, special education or inclusive
classrooms, gifted and talented, and the differentiated classroom.
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What’s in NewsCurrents?
Every issue of NewsCurrents includes four to five main stories and
six shorter stories, all focused on the news of the week and covering
all aspects of the curriculum, from history, geography, and civics,
to literature, science, and art. Subscribers receive 34 issues from
September to May.
Whether you receive the program each week by mail on a DVD, or
you access the program online through our password-protected site,
you receive the same content. Each issue includes 20 separate still
images, which can be projected onto a TV, monitor, screen, or Smart
Board, so that the entire class can view the pictures at the same time.
Each week, you also receive a teacher’s guide (which is also accessible through our website). The guide
is not designed to be passed out to students (for one thing, it includes the answers to questions about the
stories!). Instead, it gives you everything you need to conduct a complete current events lesson each week.
There’s no need for you to do background research, because the editors of NewsCurrents have already
done it. Stories are written on three differentiated learning and concept levels—“Basic,” “General,” and
“Advanced.” All of the levels are printed together on the same page, allowing the teacher to pull information
from all the levels, if desired, and customize the program for each individual class.
Because all three learning levels are presented together each week, one subscription of NewsCurrents is a
site license that can be shared throughout an entire school building. There is no per-student pricing; the
more classrooms share the program, the better the value.

“I present to two 4th grade
classes on Friday.
We LOVE it
and look forward to it.
My principal observed
us earlier this year and
was amazed by the
level of discussion.”
— Adena Elementary,
West Chester, OH
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How Does NewsCurrents Work?
Each week, for 34 weeks of the school year, you receive a printed teacher’s guide — written on three
learning levels — and a DVD or access to a password-protected subscription Internet site. The DVD and
website contain the same set of still images.
Students focus on the teaching visuals while the teacher reads from the discussion guide, which contains text,
background information, and discussion questions correlating with each image. These images might be news
photos, charts and graphs, maps, thought questions, editorial cartoons, or other visuals. As the teacher reads and
explains the news stories to students, he or she projects the images on to a screen or monitor. These still images
fix students’ attention as the teacher leads discussion. Students are encouraged to express themselves, answering
questions, voicing their own opinions, and listening to the ideas and opinions of others.

Why does NewsCurrents Work?
1. It is discussion-based.
NewsCurrents is, at its core, a discussion program. Is your class full of students who
can’t seem to STOP talking? Fabulous. Because the goal of NewsCurrents is to get
students talking—and listening to one another—in appropriate, constructive ways.

2. It builds background knowledge and student confidence.
Do you have students who need prodding to even raise their hands? NewsCurrents builds background
knowledge and schema, increasing student confidence and—as a result—encouraging all the students in
your class to share their ideas.

3. It makes connections.
By providing background information to the current news stories, NewsCurrents shows how the present
relates to the past, immediately showing the relevance of history to current events. It also helps students
make connections: to themselves, to other texts, and to the world, fostering student engagement and
classroom participation.

4. It engages students on many levels.
The unique methodology of NewsCurrents engages students on many levels. Classroom discussions involve
verbal and auditory practice in every discussion. They also help students learn to communicate with each
other. The images — maps, photos, charts and graphs, editorial cartoons — bring a crucial visual element.
Because students are looking at a content-rich image onscreen as they are listening to the teacher explaining
that image, listening to classmates sharing their thoughts, and voicing their own ideas, NewsCurrents is a
multisensory experience, involving visual, auditory, and oral learning.

5. It’s flexible and easy to use.
NewsCurrents is one of the most flexible programs ever designed for the classroom. It can be used in
different ways depending on the needs of any particular class. Most importantly, you are in control and you
decide the ground rules for appropriate discussion. You can use all or a portion of it; fit it into a class period
each week, or do one section each day. You can fit it into whatever time is available.
And one of the great things about NewsCurrents is that it’s really easy to use. That’s because we provide all
the elements you need to conduct a complete current events lesson.
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How to Use NewsCurrents
There is so much learning material in every issue of NewsCurrents that it can almost feel overwhelming.
But the good news is that NewsCurrents is designed for maximum flexibility. You can use the entire issue,
presenting each story in order to your class. Or you can pick and choose the stories that you feel will be
most appropriate for your students, or spend more time on stories that are generating more debate and
discussion. You control the stories that are discussed, the information that’s presented, and the pace of the
discussion.
Each issue includes…
The NewsCurrents news images, available either on a DVD or on
a password-protected subscription website. These still images are
organized in a sequential, predictable order, with regular features
in each issue. Each feature news story contains 1to 4 news images,
including photos, charts and graphs, maps, editorial cartoons,
and on-screen quotes and thought questions.
The NewsCurrents teacher’s guide, which is written for the teacher
on three learning levels: Basic, General and Advanced. Each picture
in the issue has text in the teacher’s guide that goes with it. This
teacher’s guide can function as a script for you to read to students,
if you choose. But it’s easy for you to take the information from the
guide, synthesize it, and rephrase it in a way that makes sense for your
class and your teaching style. Each picture in the issue has text written
on all three levels; these levels are presented together on the teacher’s
guide pages. There’s no need to buy separate issues of NewsCurrents
for separate levels—we give you all the learning levels together. That
way, you can choose to use different levels depending on the class
you are teaching or the subject of the article. You can also easily add
additional information from other levels in the guide to enhance your
lesson or answer students’ questions.
In addition to text on three learning levels, each teacher’s guide includes reproducibles and leveled
assessment quizzes for you to engage students and gauge comprehension.
A weekly preview email is sent out on the Thursday before each issue arrives, with all the stories that will be
featured in the following week’s issue. This allows you to plan your week’s NewsCurrents lesson and decide
what stories you will focus on.

“NewsCurrents is a great tool for us to use
in addressing the geography/current events standard
that we have to address and assess in 6th grade.”
— Frazee Elementary, Frazee, MN
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A Typical Lesson
Each issue of NewsCurrents begins with the “Who Am I?” picture.
This is a warm-up activity, where the teacher’s guide gives students
clues and asks them to guess who the mystery person is who is
featured onscreen.
Following the “Who Am I?” is a list of vocabulary words, as well
as names and places, that will be featured in that week’s issue.
Teachers have used this as a pre-test to assess students’ knowledge
or to pre-teach important academic vocabulary that will be found in
the issue.
After the vocabulary, you will find a series of news and feature
stories. Stories average two or three images, although some are
longer or shorter, depending on the subject. The main news story of
the week is the first story you will find in the issue. You can choose
which stories best meet the needs of your students; you do not have
to view every story in every issue of NewsCurrents.
Each story in NewsCurrents is presented sequentially, with a
logical series of images that provide background information and
opportunities for in-depth discussion. The first image typically contains the news peg for the story, and the
teacher’s guide allows you to share information about the current situation. The other “frames”—or images
and text—augment that lesson, scaffolding learning for your students by providing background and history of
the situation. For instance: A lesson on a Supreme Court case will begin with the case itself, and then move
on in subsequent frames to a broader lesson on the Constitution and the particulars of the amendment or
legal question under consideration. A story about a major earthquake will include a science frame explaining
plate tectonics and how earthquakes occur. A story about the conflict in the Middle East will include
background information and history of the region to put the current controversy into a broader context.
NOTE: Each NewsCurrents story includes both factual, content
questions, and opinion or discussion questions, printed in bold
throughout the article. (Suggested answers to the questions are
also printed in the guide in italics.)
There are several regular features of NewsCurrents that can be
found in each week’s issue. These include the Country of the
Week, the Student Editorial Cartoon, This Week in History, and
Faces and Places. These regular features allow you to focus on
geography, history, and symbols and critical thinking.
Over the course of the year, some topics will recur in
NewsCurrents. You will see your students gain confidence
and mastery over these topics as they see them repeated,
and they will be able to build on their background knowledge
and go deeper into these topics.
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“The historical background
of news events is of
particular beneﬁt.
This helps it relate well
to U.S. History classes.
A great tool."
— Blackhawk Christian School,
Fort Wayne, IN

NewsCurrents Is Used in Many Ways
Teachers use NewsCurrents in many different
ways, customizing it to the needs of their
classroom. Some teachers choose to devote
an entire teaching block to NewsCurrents
on a specific day each week, and they take
students through the whole issue. You’ll find
that there’s so much content in each issue of
NewsCurrents, and so many rich topics to
discuss and explore, that it’s difficult to get
through all the stories in a single hour. (Some
teachers have spent an hour discussing one or
two stories!)
Other teachers choose to break it up and spend a little time with NewsCurrents each day, focusing on a
different story each day. For busy teachers, this can be a great activity when you have a quick 15-minute
instructional chunk of time to fill. It allows you to explore a single topic or story and makes NewsCurrents a
part of your teaching each day. Students become used to a regular NewsCurrents lesson every day, and it’s a
great way to break up a teaching block with a quick, engaging, content-rich lesson. This method is ideal for
students who might have a hard time sitting still for an entire social studies period.
Each story in NewsCurrents stands alone, so you can easily find the stories that connect to your curriculum,
or the ones of most interest to your students. You’re still getting the most out of the program even if you
don’t read every story. Just use the stories you want to bring out the most meaningful discussion and relevant
content knowledge for your students.

“NewsCurrents is excellent.
It is comprehensive, thorough,
and timely. The background
to the news events is concise
and interestingly presented.
My class becomes avid
newspaper readers by
November and are all
building a lifelong interest
in world events.”

Some teachers make NewsCurrents a regular part of their
Social Studies block, focusing on Global Studies or Current
Issues. Other teachers make it a focus of their Language
Arts block, as it’s a content-rich way to build language
skills in your lessons. Building background knowledge
and schema also helps increase their confidence in their
learning and builds their interest in current events.
Teachers report that after a few weeks using NewsCurrents,
students spend more time reading the newspaper and other
news sources. As a result, NewsCurrents also increases
reading comprehension and print-based literacy, and helps
students engage with nonfiction reading materials.

— Minnie Gant School, Long Beach, CA
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Regular Features
NewsCurrents is delivered to your school on Monday or Tuesday of the week, 34 weeks a year, so that you
can plan for it as part of your week’s lessons. Each issue includes the same features, creating a predictable
format for your students.

n Who Am I?
Each issue opens with the “Who Am I?” feature, which highlights someone in the news. It might be a sports
figure, a world leader, or someone from the entertainment world. The teacher’s guide provides clues to
help your students guess who the featured person is. “Who Am I?” is designed as a quick warm-up activity,
although teachers have been known to use it as a launching pad to more in-depth discussions.

n Vocabulary
Each issue also features an on-screen list of selected vocabulary words. These are words that will be covered
somewhere in the issue, either on screen or in the teacher’s guide. This frame allows you to preview and
pre-teach these words, to build students’ background knowledge and activate that knowledge when they see
these words again in context. This is also a great way to preview academic vocabulary for English Language
Learners.

n Feature Stories
Each issue of NewsCurrents includes about four to five in-depth stories
with multiple images, to focus student attention and present extensive
background knowledge on the topic. In any issue of NewsCurrents,
you can expect to find stories on a wide range of topics, including
government and politics, international news, science, civics and the
Constitution, the arts, geography, and economics.
NewsCurrents covers the big “headline stories” of the week as well
as important stories that don’t get as much news play. Regardless of
the topic, the first question the editors of NewsCurrents ask is “what
can be taught with this story?” We choose our stories based on their
relevance to the news and to the lives of your students. And we choose
them based on their educational value. You won’t find NewsCurrents
sensationalizing stories, or shying away from tough topics. Instead, we
teach difficult stories in ways that are appropriate and educational for
all your students.
NewsCurrents stories always present multiple points of view and
encourage students to hear both sides of a story and express their
opinions. The teacher talks students through the background information, using the information in the
teacher’s guide. Teachers can read this information like a script, but we encourage you to paraphrase and
tailor the presentation to the needs of your own class. Throughout the story, suggested fact and thought
questions help students think about the issues and share their own thoughts and ideas.
Generally, there is at least one debate story in each issue of NewsCurrents, which allows students to share
opinions and listen to others’ ideas. NewsCurrents stories also feature maps, charts, and graphs. Students
have opportunities to build their geography, map reading, and data analysis skills.
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n Country of the Week
Each week, NewsCurrents spotlights a different country, providing a focus
on geography and world cultures. These countries are also often tied to
news events of the week.

n This Week in History
This story provides an interesting look back at an event that took place
during the week at some point in the past, connecting to standards in
history.

n Student Editorial Cartoon of the Week
Each week, NewsCurrents features a student-drawn editorial cartoon.
Analyzing editorial cartoons provides the opportunity to discuss and debate
controversial issues, but also to analyze symbolism and promote higher-order
abstract thinking and visual-spatial intelligence. These editorial cartoons also
provide a way to explore how graphic representations can be used to make
persuasive arguments. This feature is a unique component of NewsCurrents.
In addition to the weekly student editorial cartoon, NewsCurrents also
sponsors an annual Student Editorial Cartoon contest, with prizes for the best
submissions in elementary, middle, and high school. Through these cartoons,
your students have the opportunity to share their thoughts and ideas, win
prizes, and see their work showcased in NewsCurrents for other students all
over the country.

n Where in the World?
This assessment tool is an onscreen map-based quiz to test students’
knowledge of geography and comprehension of the stories in that week’s
issue.

n Faces and Places
Four brief “mini-articles” about people and places around the country and
the world, focusing on even more important news stories. The places are,
once again, pinpointed on a map, to emphasize geography knowledge.

n Reproducible Activities and Quizzes
In addition to providing complete background
information along with content and discussion questions
on three learning levels, the teacher’s guide includes
a range of reproducible activities to assess student
comprehension and provide additional follow-up
activities. These include word searches, map activities,
and quizzes.

9
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Special Features
n Student Polls
Throughout the year, NewsCurrents invites students to participate in
opinion polls on various news topics. At the end of the school year,
students can vote to choose the year’s most influential newsmaker—
the “NewsCurrents News Person of the Year.” These polls allow
students to share their thoughts and opinions with other students
around the country. And it helps students see the mood of the nation: The NewsCurrents Presidential
Election poll has correctly predicted the outcome of the U.S. presidential election in every election cycle
since 1980.

n N
 ewsCurrents Student Editorial Cartoon
Contest
NewsCurrents also sponsors a Student Editorial Cartoon
Contest. Thousands of students from across the country
enter this contest, and the editors of NewsCurrents
award prizes to students on three grade levels, from
elementary through high school. Entries are submitted
throughout the school year and winners are chosen in
March each year. It is the largest contest of its kind in
the country.

Student Editorial Cartoon
Contest Rules
1. All elementary, middle, and high school students
are eligible to enter. Students may submit as many
cartoons as they wish.
2. Entrants must submit original cartoons on
any subject of national or international interest.
NewsCurrents does not accept responsibility for the
authenticity of any cartoons.
3. Each cartoon must have the following printed
legibly on the back: the student's name, grade,
address, home telephone number, teacher's
name, name of school, school address, and
school telephone number. How important is this
information? Cartoons without it will be disqualified.
4. First, Second, and Third Place winners will be
chosen from each of the following categories:
Grades K-6, Grades 7-9, Grades 10-12. Prize winners
will receive U.S. Savings Bonds.
5. All cartoons become the property of Knowledge
Unlimited, Inc. Cartoons may be used for
promotional purposes at our discretion.
6. Sorry, but we cannot return the cartoons.
7. All cartoons must be postmarked by the first
Monday in March to be eligible.

2009 First place winner — grades 10-12
Vicky Bui, Clear Brook High School, Friendswood, TX
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8. Mail your entries to:
NewsCurrents Cartoon Contest
P.O. Box 52, Madison, WI 53701
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How Does NewsCurrents Align with the Common Core State Standards?
NewsCurrents is the best on the
market. It covers not only social studies,
but all the curriculum. Our students
did better on the state’s T-CAP
because of NewsCurrents.
— Lincoln Heights Middle School, Morristown, NJ

Each week, NewsCurrents covers a wide
range of current events topics that connect
civics, government, history, geography,
politics, global studies, science, literature,
and other key content areas to your
classroom. NewsCurrents aligns with the
Common Core State Standards to help
your students become college, career, and
community ready.

The NewsCurrents Program:
• Uses a guided group discussion format, which uniquely addresses all of the Common Core English
Language Arts Speaking and Listening Standards.
• Covers a wide range of complex issues in the news, and presents multiple points of view, allowing
your students to share their own ideas and thoughts, and to listen to, respond to, and persuade others
(SL.1, SL.6).
• Includes critical background information and context, so students can use evidence to support their
positions (SL.3, SL.4).
• Incorporates visual presentations, including charts, graphs, maps, diagrams, primary source quotes, and
other information, allowing students to evaluate and analyze multiple and diverse information sources in
their close reading and text analysis. (R.7, SL.2).
• Contains relevant, challenging, and engaging content in history/social studies, as well as science
and other disciplines, which meets the Common Core goals of helping “students meet the particular
challenges of reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language in their respective fields.”
• Provides background information, analysis, and thought-provoking questions, giving students the
opportunity to engage in substantive oral and written debates and make persuasive arguments. (SL.1, W.1)
• The discussion format used in NewsCurrents supplies you with an Oral Language curriculum, providing
engaging content for your students to build their sentence complexity and discourse skills.
(SOURCE: Common Core States Standards Initiative.
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/ )

How Does NewsCurrents Promote Critical Thinking?
NewsCurrents tackles controversial topics and debates in the news,
presenting different sides of issues and asking students to think about multiple
perspectives, take a stand, defend their opinions, and persuade others with
evidence and reasoned arguments. Using NewsCurrents regularly helps
students gain the skills they need to develop clear theses and arguments and
create strong persuasive writing.
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Teaching Tips and Strategies
Teachers have found that NewsCurrents is so flexible that it fits easily into their teaching schedule. Here are
a few ideas that teachers have used to put the NewsCurrents program to optimal use in their classrooms:

n Preview the issue with students. Your weekly NewsCurrents email will let you know which topics
will be covered in the following week’s issue. The issue itself arrives in the mail early in the week
or can be downloaded from our website at the start of the week. List the stories that you will be
studying from that week’s issue for your students. You may assign students to research different
stories so that they come prepared with additional facts and background information when you start
your discussion of that story.

n Plan a regular time of day or week for NewsCurrents. Whether you choose to discuss one story a
day or designate a class period every week to focus on the issue, make NewsCurrents a regular part
of your lesson block. Students look forward to the opportunity to learn about and discuss current
news topics. Some teachers even make NewsCurrents a regular part of their language arts block
because it provides a great way to build oral communication and critical thinking skills.

n Start with the “Who Am I?” feature. The “Who Am I?” feature is a short guessing-game activity to
get your students thinking and talking about the news. It’s a fun warm-up that provides a quick look
at a person in the news and acts as a great jumping-off point to the other stories in the issue.

n Make the teacher’s guide your own. You can choose to use the NewsCurrents teacher’s guide as a
script and read each story as it’s printed. But many teachers find it more effective to use the guide
as a jumping-off point, with all the information and suggested questions you need to paraphrase
the information. That way you make the discussion a natural fit with your teaching style and more
relevant to your students’ learning and communication styles. This also allows you to make text-totext or text-to-world connections between the stories in NewsCurrents and other subjects or topics
you have been studying. You can also easily build in information from other levels of the guide (all
presented on the same page for you).

n Don’t forget to build in discussion time. NewsCurrents isn’t like other classroom current events
programs. Discussion is at the heart of the NewsCurrents program, and the suggested questions
in each story provide a built-in mechanism for students to discuss the issues that are raised. Of
course, you have the opportunity to raise additional questions and ideas and take the discussion
any number of ways, based on what is most relevant for your class. Allowing time for students
to discuss gives students the opportunity to practice their communication skills and learn from
each other.

n 
Use the regular features. The “Who Am I?” is a great way
to open discussion each week, and the Country of the
Week, Student Editorial Cartoon, and other features provide
predictable content that your students can look forward to. As
they view and recognize these features week after week, they
will build their competence and deepen their thinking and
discussion skills.
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n 
Share it! Unlike other school current events programs, there is no per-student or per-classroom
charge for NewsCurrents. One subscription is a site license for the whole school, and the three
learning levels are all presented in each issue, making it ideal for differentiation, for use in
multigrade rooms, or use throughout a school building, from grades 3 through 12. The more
classrooms that use the program, the better the value, so don’t keep it to yourself!

n 
Use the special features. Throughout the year, there are opportunities to engage with NewsCurrents
in interactive ways. Sharing your views and opinions in the Student Opinion Polls, which are
conducted several times a year, or entering your students’ cartoons in the Student Editorial Cartoon
Contest lets your students become involved in the process and make their voices heard.

“I’m passionate about current events.
NewsCurrents has been an
integral part of my middle
school social studies and ELA
curricula for thirty years.
My students have become more
knowledgeable about events
that will influence their futures.
They’ve made important
connections between their
lives and the experiences of
newsmakers. They’re confident
world citizens because
of NewsCurrents.”
— John F. Shea, Sandwich, MA

n 
Design a unit around NewsCurrents. A study of editorial
cartoons is only one example of a unit that can be built
around NewsCurrents. Many teachers use the opportunity
to talk about symbolism and alternative ways of presenting
opinion. Since there is a student-drawn editorial cartoon
featured each week in NewsCurrents, you and your
students have the opportunity to look at a brand-new
cartoon each week. Students are invited to submit cartoons
all year for consideration for publication. In addition, each
year, NewsCurrents sponsors a Student Editorial Cartoon
Contest, and the winners are showcased in a special issue
of NewsCurrents in the spring, providing a wonderful
culmination for your editorial cartoon unit study.

n 
Follow up and assess with the reproducible features. The
NewsCurrents teacher’s guide includes many activities to
enhance the lessons in the guide. Use the “Where in the
World” map activity to pretest or assess student knowledge
of the places covered in that week’s issue of NewsCurrents.
The word search is a fun way to reinforce vocabulary and
word recognition. And each issue also has review quizzes
(also written on three levels) with questions about all the
stories in that week’s issue, along with thought or essay
questions. Many teachers use this as a post-test to assess
student comprehension and retention of the facts and
concepts in that week’s lesson.
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Best Practices for Teaching Current Events

R

esearch has shown that not every method of teaching current events is equally effective. One common
approach is to assign students to find articles in newspapers and online and read them to the class.
But the articles that students choose to share might not be the most important events in the news
or provide the best learning opportunities. And even if students do choose appropriate news stories, they
generally don’t have the background information to fully understand the stories they’re presenting, or to
explain the events to the class.
According to Dr. Jeff Passe, professor of reading and elementary education at the University of North
Carolina - Charlotte, and a past president of the National Council for Social Studies (NCSS), there are six
components that are critical to successful instruction in current events. These components are:
1. A teacher-centered presentation
2. A factual presentation geared at the students’ learning level
3. Background information at the students’ level
4. Topics that relate to students’ lives
5. Student discussion
6. Follow-up analysis.
NewsCurrents meets all six of the criteria that Dr. Passe identified
as best practices:

1. A teacher-centered presentation.
Although NewsCurrents discussion helps students construct knowledge
and learn from one another, current events is an area where the teacher
needs to lead and control the lesson. Otherwise, there is a danger that
students can take away incomplete or misinformation, or that they won’t
consider all sides of an issue. A teacher-centered presentation allows you
to create students’ schema so that they can build on this knowledge and
grow their understanding in subsequent lessons. NewsCurrents provides
a teacher-centered presentation, where you hold the teacher’s guide, you
provide the information, and you control the discussion. This allows you
to scaffold student learning with appropriate, relevant information and
discussion questions, and ensure that the discussion remains on-task,
accurate, and relevant.

2. A factual presentation geared at the students’ learning level.
NewsCurrents editors ensure that each article we present is in-depth, unbiased, and factual. We present
multiple sides of every issue and focus on the educational elements in each story. This ensures that
the presentation stays factual, and students’ opinions are expressed in an appropriate context. Since
NewsCurrents is written on three levels, you can always be sure that the presentation is geared at your
students’ learning level.
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3. Background information at the students’ level
Every NewsCurrents story not only gives you the current headline events, it takes you behind the events to
provide background information so that students can understand and analyze those events. This is one of the
things that makes NewsCurrents superior to other current events programs for schools, and also better than
just having your students cut stories out of the newspaper or print them from the Internet. With background
information, NewsCurrents allows you to scaffold your students’ knowledge and build their schema for
future lessons.

4. Topics that relate to students’ lives

NEWSPAPER ACTIVITIES
World leader flashcards

Benjamin Netanyahu just became the new leader of
Israel. Find ten other world leaders in your newspaper.
Make flashcards with each one’s name on one side, and
title and nation on the other. Practice until you can
remember and spell each one. If you like, keep making
them and see how many world leaders you end up
with.

Acronyms

President Obama recently went to Europe for a meeting
of NATO. NATO is an acronym, meaning a word made
out of the initials of other words. Look through your
newspaper to see what the letters “NATO” stand for.
Then see how many other acronyms you can find in
your newspaper. List the ones you find and write down
what each one stands for.

Modern words

Noah Webster published the first dictionary of American
English on April 14th, 1828. Many new words have
come into being since this dictionary was published.
Look through your newspaper for words that could
not have existed in Noah Webster’s time. Make a list
of as many of these words as you can find. Write the
definition of each word next to it.

Current events is the one subject
you teach that connects to all the
different subject areas and makes
your entire curriculum come alive.
The First Amendment becomes
relevant to students in the context
of a debate on whether video
games should have warning labels.
An economics lesson is instantly
more interesting when students
are considering how many zeroes
there are in a trillion-dollar deficit,
and where all that money went. The electoral college is
meaningful to students’ lives when they are considering
the candidates who could become the next president.
NewsCurrents presents a variety of stories every week
along with discussion questions that connect these stories
to the lives of your students. Suddenly, your students are
engaged and interested in the news — because they see the
connections to themselves and their lives.

5. Student discussion
More than anything else, discussion is what sets NewsCurrents apart from other educational current events
programs. Most programs for schools are individual—students receive a news magazine, watch a video,
or search out news articles from an outside source. In contrast, NewsCurrents offers the opportunity for a
guided discussion. Student discussion on current news topics allows students to learn from one another,
express their viewpoints, and consider other points of view. It allows them to construct knowledge by
learning from one another. It also allows students to practice oral language skills and communicate their
ideas in comprehensible ways.

6. Follow-up analysis.
In addition to background information, NewsCurrents stories include analysis and thought questions that
ask students to predict outcomes and consider potential solutions to problems and controversial situations.
NewsCurrents also presents muliple sides of every issue, allowing students to consider multiple viewpoints in
an unbiased framework. Additional newspaper activities presented in the teacher’s guide also give students
an opportunity to follow news stories and analyze situations over time. And of course, NewsCurrents follows
important stories throughout the school year, providing more analysis as news events develop.
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What Makes NewsCurrents So Effective?

M

ost news programs are passive magazines or
video programs. NewsCurrents is different:
it’s a multisensory educational experience
that engages students with different learning needs
and different learning styles, on multiple levels.

Working at Your Students’ Level
Students learn best when they are working in their
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)—the level
just above where they can operate independently.
The teacher-guided discussion at the core of
NewsCurrents ensures that all students can learn at
their ZPD. They are not left to struggle with news
articles and information they don’t understand,
because NewsCurrents provides the scaffolding
and background information to help every student
comprehend even the most complex issues in the
news at their level.
NewsCurrents also builds language and
communication skills because it is a discussion
program—encouraging students to use both
academic and social speech in a classroom context.

Higher-Order Thinking Skills
As an educator, you are always working to challenge
your students to question and to think critically.
The thought questions and discussion components
of NewsCurrents push your students’ thinking and
reasoning to the higher-order thinking on Bloom’s
Taxonomy: synthesis, analysis, and evaluation.

Multiple Intelligences
Howard Gardner has written extensively about the
importance of recognizing our students’ multiple
intelligences. Yet traditional news programs
and curricula only engage our verbal/linguistic
intelligence—reading a story on the printed page.
NewsCurrents is different. The still-frame images and
teacher-led student discussion promote engagement
of multiple senses and multiple intelligences at
once. Interacting with the still images on screen,
including news photos, graphs, charts, and maps,
promotes visual/spatial thinking. Reading the
on-screen text promotes verbal/linguistic
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intelligence, but speaking and listening in
discussions also promote active verbal/linguistic
skills. Graphs and charts key into mathematical/
logical intelligence. And the discussion and critical
thinking components encourage interpersonal
intelligence, as students connect with one another
and listen to different viewpoints. These program
features also encourage intrapersonal intelligences,
as students think about complex questions and form
their own opinions.

English Language Learners
Research shows that it can take five to seven
years for English Language Learners (ELLs) to
develop the academic language needed to be
successful in school.
Traditional classroom
news magazines or
articles are difficult for
ELLs because of the
academic vocabulary.
But NewsCurrents
provides ELLs with the
comprehensible input
that they need to develop
Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency
(CALP). English Language
Learners need to learn English in context, as they
are learning other academic content. NewsCurrents
includes many elements of the sheltered instruction
that will help your English Language Learners (and
your non-English learners) be successful in an
academic setting. Key vocabulary is previewed in
each issue. Extensive visuals support the discussion
and help make concepts clear. The teacher’s guide
includes discussion questions that promote higher
order thinking. And the focus on discussion allows
your ELLs to interact in natural conversations with
their peers in the classroom. The teacher-controlled
discussion allows you to provide the comprehensible
input your ELLs need to build their English skills and
allows them to communicate the comprehensible
output that leads to second language acquisition.
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Good for whole language. I can
relate NewsCurrents to all
other subjects. It’s thorough and
easily grasped by students.

Special Education and Inclusive
Environments
NewsCurrents is very effective in inclusive education
settings. Since the information in the teacher’s
guide is written on three vocabulary and content
levels, the program contains built-in differentiation
for all the learners in your classroom. Unlike news
magazines, which are written on a language or
concept level that might not be appropriate for
some of your students, with NewsCurrents, you
control the discourse. And you can pull information
and vocabulary from all three levels if necessary
to ensure your students’ comprehension. The
still images projected on the screen focus student
attention, without the distractions of quick-cuts,
moving animations, or other filler.

— Indian Grove School, Mt. Prospect, IL

Integrated Curriculum
Current events lessons are ready-made for integrated
curriculum. Each lesson provides opportunities to
connect a given topic to a wide array of academic
subjects.

Differentiation
NewsCurrents allows you to easily differentiate
instruction for the students in your classroom. It is
very effective in inclusive settings because all your
students participate in the same program, at the same
time, at their own level. All students are engaged and
watching the same set of images; all are encouraged
to contribute. And regardless of your students’
learning needs or learning styles, all students
can contribute to the class discussion and be
successful. That is because NewsCurrents provides
the foundation and the background information
that puts current events in context at your students’
level. The discussion format provides for full student
participation. Students can make connections to
their own lives and experiences. All students can
gain expertise, even on complicated issues, because
the material is presented in an understandable
and relevant way. And all students can share their
opinions, and learn from you and from one another.

Talented and Gifted Programming
NewsCurrents is ideal for TAG programming,
because the three levels allow you to challenge
your talented and gifted students with higher-order
thought questions and more complex and detailed
information and vocabulary.

Assessment
NewsCurrents provides multiple opportunities
for assessment. Because students are actively
participating in the program, answering questions,
sharing opinions, and discussing stories, teachers can
conduct ongoing informal assessments of the whole
class, gauging comprehension of the material and
students’ abilities to connect, relate, and synthesize
that material. Additionally, each week’s issue
includes written assessment tools that teachers can
use to gauge comprehension. The teacher’s guide
includes reproducible quizzes on three learning
levels. The guide also includes a map activity to
build geography knowledge, and other reproducible
features to connect to other subject areas, such as
language arts. All of the reproducible assessment
features are related to the stories in that week’s issue
of NewsCurrents.
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Ideas for Special Projects
n Create Vocabulary Notebooks

n Predict the Future

The teacher’s guide of each issue of NewsCurrents
contains important vocabulary words used in that
week’s stories. These are words students will hear
and read in other news sources. Have students
create their own vocabulary notebooks using words
highlighted in NewsCurrents stories or other words
that they find in their independent news reading.
Occasionally test students on the spellings and
meanings of these words.

After discussions of important news stories, have
your students predict what will happen in the
future. Ask students to write down their predictions
and why they feel these things may happen. Seal
the predictions in an envelope and open them at
the end of the school year to see which of them
has come true.

n Make a Classroom News Map

Poll your students before and after discussing
NewsCurrents stories. Measure the results to see if
their opinions changed after learning more about
the issues.

n Conduct Your Own Opinion Polls

NewsCurrents helps reinforce important geography
skills. Place a world map on a bulletin board large
enough to pin newspaper clippings around the
outside edges. Have students bring in clippings
about stories found in NewsCurrents and post these
next to the map. Put a pin in each story and another
in the appropriate location on the news map and
connect with a piece of string or yarn.

n Create Your Own “Who Am I?”
Flashcards
This activity expands on the “Who Am I?” feature
of each issue of NewsCurrents. Instruct students to
look for photos of people in the news. Using the
accompanying news story or caption, have them
write three clues to identify this person. Mount
the photo and clues on one side of an index card
and write the answer on the other side. Use these
flashcards to practice identifying important people
in the news.

n Create a News Story Timeline
Choose a story that will continue in the headlines
for several months. Elections, debates in Congress,
and international issues are good examples.
Using the NewsCurrents guide for background
information, have students collect clippings,
photos, and cartoons about that story during the
year and post these on a timeline bulletin board.
This helps students watch the development of
a story and make connections to events that
happened several weeks or months earlier.
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n Assign Stories to Student Correspondents
Assign small groups of students to follow specific
stories during the course of the year. When stories
on their issue appear in NewsCurrents, have these
students lead the discussion with the rest of the
class. Some classes have expanded on this idea
and created their own news program, complete
with news, weather, sports, and special features.
Segments are sometimes videotaped and shown to
the rest of the school.

n Make A “Nations of the World”
Notebook
Keep a class notebook or scrapbook of nations of
the world. Place a blank map of the world at the
beginning of the notebook. Whenever a new nation
is mentioned in NewsCurrents, assign a student
to fill in the appropriate location on the map.
Then take a page in the notebook and dedicate
it to that country. Have students research the
following information for each nation and enter it
on the appropriate page: continent on which this
nation is found; hemisphere on which this nation
is found; population; type of government; leader
of the country; important natural resources; most
important problems facing this nation; why the
nation was featured in the news. (Make sure to
attach news clippings and photos to the page.)
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Frequently Asked Questions
n What grade level is NewsCurrents

n How are stories selected each week?
The editors of NewsCurrents are careful to only
choose stories that have educational significance.
The first question that is asked when selecting a
story is “What can I teach with this story?” Stories
that have no teaching value will not be included
even if they are prominent in the mainstream
media. On the other hand, we go out of our way
to find interesting and important stories that may
not be making big headlines, but provide a great
opportunity to teach something meaningful that will
relate to your required curriculum.

n Does NewsCurrents have any
political bias?

written for?
NewsCurrents is designed to be used in grades 3
through 12. Each issue is written on three distinct
vocabulary and concept levels. All three levels are
contained in one teacher’s guide for maximum
flexibility within a class or school. Because of the
different levels, the universality of the content,
and the adaptability of its discussion format,
the program has also been used successfully by
teachers in early primary grades as well as in adult
education, in prison settings, in GED programs, and
in adult literacy programs.

n Why does NewsCurrents use still images
instead of moving film footage and
why is there no soundtrack?

Absolutely not. The NewsCurrents editorial team
recognizes the importance of presenting bias-free
information in the classroom. Controversial and
political stories are written to include multiple
points of view and to balance those equally. We
encourage students to think for themselves after
getting all the relevant information.

Using still images is most effective for the way
people learn. A still image helps to focus student
attention and allows for discussion. Many of the
images are maps, graphs, charts, editorial cartoons,
and other teaching visuals that require more than
a few seconds for viewing. By the same token,
videos with soundtracks encourage passive
listening as well as passive viewing. NewsCurrents
is an interactive program that promotes discussion.
With NewsCurrents, you and your students
provide the soundtrack.

n Do you avoid controversial issues
in NewsCurrents?
No. We feel students are capable of understanding
and debating almost any topic when the
information is presented to them in an objective
and sensitive way. In fact, we like to include
controversial issues because they encourage debate
and critical thinking. Debates over gun control,
affirmative action, and capital punishment, to
name a few, have all appeared in NewsCurrents.
However, the teacher is the final editor of the
program. If you feel a story isn’t appropriate for
your students, simply skip over it.

n What do the students receive each
week?

n How much class time does
NewsCurrents take?
This is completely at the discretion of the individual
teacher. You can adapt NewsCurrents to any
schedule. Most educators allow 20 to 60 minutes or
one class period each week for their NewsCurrents
lessons. Some teachers tell us they use it every
day, and others build their entire social studies
curriculum around the program.

NewsCurrents is primarily a discussion program —
students’ attention should be focused on the teaching visuals and the discussion prompted by the
teacher rather than on any printed material during
the lesson. However, NewsCurrents will motivate
your students to follow up with news reading and
watching. The NewsCurrents program also comes
with reproducible activities in every issue. These
can be reproduced and assigned for homework or
following a lesson.
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What teachers say about NewsCurrents
“The discussions the children have are
intelligent, informed, and open their minds
to many points of view. They discuss many
of these events with their parents, who are
delighted with the level of information they
have acquired. NewsCurrents is the best
news program I have ever seen.”
— Woodland Elementary, Oak Ridge, TN

“What a wonderful tool. I wish you could see
the quiet scramble to get into our informal
seating for NewsCurrents and how quickly
they set up and sit waiting with bated breath
to begin. It stimulates all children to use higher
thinking skills.”
— Hawthorne Elementary, Wheaton, IL

“NewsCurrents provides a way to discuss
current events and influences students to
speak English. It also provides charts and
graphs that help students to learn and
use the information.”

“NewsCurrents has sparked student interest in current events. Our sessions are lively
and their answers are thoughtful, thanks to
NewsCurrents. They are informed and since
their aren’t right or wrong responses, they feel
comfortable in responding. It has built their
self-esteem and self-confidence.”
— P.S. 197, Brooklyn, NY

“After half a year using
NewsCurrents, many children
in my class have become
articulate, informed citizens
who are probably more aware
of the news than most adults.”

— Otis Hill School,Otisville, NY

“NewsCurrents is an excellent introduction
to debate. It also involves students in
discussion with their parents. It is the
ultimate in modern history. I would give
up my textbook before NewsCurrents.”

— Marquette Elementary, Madison, WI

— Carrington Elementary, Carrington, ND
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“I would not consider my curriculum
complete without NewsCurrents.
Timely, concise, relevant, and
easily comprehended, NewsCurrents
is a wonderful tool to use for teaching
the more complex concepts
of government and economics.”
— S laughter Middle School, McKinney, TX

“NewsCurrents has made bringing current
events into the classroom breeze! It’s easy
to use, dependable, and so informative!
We have some discussions with my
developmentally handicapped students.
They really excited about some stories.
If it wasn’t for this program my students
would zero interest in the news. Now
they in talking about things they heard
we talked about in class.”
— Vail Middle School, Middletown, OH

“I truly enjoy NewsCurrents for a variety
of reasons! First and foremost, it can be
used across the curriculum to integrate
science, social studies, math, oral and
written language, and the arts. Since I teach
7th through 12th grade, the different levels
included for discussion are perfect. This is
the only time I can teach all levels easily at
the same time with no teacher preparation.
Phenomenal!”

“I teach gifted students whom I believe have
a critical need and an avid interest in current news events. I’m extremely impressed
with the quality and appropriateness of the
NewsCurrents approach and my students’
enthusiasm with it. I’m particularly grateful
for breadth and integration of information
presented and the opportunity to utilize various
levels of difficulty in classroom.”

— Fox Junior High, Arnold, MO

“I really appreciate the focus put on
vocabulary. My students have shown
amazing growth in this area as well
as geography, names of people, and
an understanding of what’s happening
around the world. The visual charts,
graphs, and pictures really help.”
— Mills Elementary, Klamath Falls, OR

— Hill Elementary, Romeoville, IL

“NewsCurrents stimulates discussion
in ways that foster the development
conflict resolution skills.
Through discussions, kids learn
how to disagree,respect differences
of opinion, and support their
opinions with facts.”
— Wayside Elementary, Potomac, MD
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IF YOU NEED HELP
NewsCurrents is published by Knowledge Unlimited Inc., an independent womanowned educational publishing company based in Madison, Wisconsin. Our staff
is always ready to answer your questions about NewsCurrents or to listen to any
suggestions you may have, You may contact us at the following phone numbers
and addresses:
Toll free: (800) 356-2303
Fax: (800) 618-1570
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 52, Madison, WI 53701
Street Address: 2310 Darwin Rd., Madison, WI 53704
Email: kusales@newscurrents.com
Web: www.newscurrents.com

Knowledge Unlimited®, Inc.
P.O. Box 52
Madison, WI 53701
www.knowledgeunlimited.com

